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God Save the Queen Case study
August 2010: God Save the Queen!
In August 2010, the port town of Lyttelton was on the rise, with a growing reputation as arts and fashion destination.
Rebecca Lovell-Smith opened, God Save the Queen (GSTQ) in Lyttelton in 2009 selling ‘vintage and vintage-inspired’
gifts with a royal twist.

After years of owning and operating shops in the greater Christchurch area, Rebecca opened GSTQ in her new
hometown as a “hobby business”. She had no business continuity or emergency plans, and after years of “paying
insurance and never claiming anything” she opted not to purchase contents insurance for the shop. At the time of
the 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquakes GSTQ was not the model of a resilient business, but its creativity, flexibility,
and resilient networks allowed this business to reinvent itself and thrive in the aftermath of a major disaster.
With photos courtesy of Rebecca Lovell-Smith, I have created a photo-journal of GSTQ’s nearly three year journey
from Lyttelton shop front to Lyttelton shop front.
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September 2010: The dodged bullet and the “big rubber band”
At 4:36am on Sep 4, 2010 Canterbury was struck by the most powerful earthquake New Zealand has experienced in
80 years. Due to the timing and location of the earthquake no one was killed and there were no major building
collapses. Like many Cantabrians, Rebecca thought GSTQ had experienced the event of a lifetime and dodged the
proverbial bullet. After a relatively brief (10 day) interruption the landlord put a “big rubber band up the top to hold
the front on” and the building was deemed safe for reoccupation.

February 2011: Locked out
At 12:51pm on Tuesday February 2011, Lyttelton was the epicentre of the much more damaging (both in terms of
buildings and lives lost) Mw 6.3 earthquake. GSTQ was red stickered, deeming it unsafe for re-entry for the
foreseeable future. The Christchurch City Council erected cordons around unsafe buildings throughout Canterbury
restricting shop owners’ access to their livelihoods in order to prioritise life-safety.
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March 2011: Reimagining an iconic image
Rebecca lost not only her shop but also her home, the historic Lyttelton convent, which she was planning to restore.
It was then that Rebecca turned a creative outlet into a new direction for the business. She sold her own designs in
her shop prior to the earthquake, but never considered them central to the business. Rebecca saw the loss of her
shop as an opportunity to try something new. Reimagining the image and slogan from New Zealand’s iconic
Edmond’s baking powder, Rebecca created an image that became ubiquitous across post-earthquake Christchurch.
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April 2011: GSTQ pops back up
With the newly designed Christchurch earthquake tea towels and some salvaged stock GSTQ operated as a ‘popup
shop’, on the veranda of Rebecca’s rented Lyttelton home. She operated in collaboration with the owner of
Blackbird another red-stickered gift retailer from Heathcote. They ran the popup shop during Lyttelton’s popular
weekend farmer’s market, generating income on par with the retail shop.

June 2011: More unpleasant surprises
During a major aftershock on June 13th, 2011 the façade of GSTQ’s former building came crashing down over the
barriers. This was followed by a surprise demolition in August 2011, despite guarantees from city council staff that
business owners would be notified of demolition dates and be able to salvage their contents. Rebecca was alerted to
the demolition by a friend in time to arrive and ask the demolition crew to save her chandelier and one counter. The
rest was lost to the digger.
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Late 2011/2012: Wholesale shift
GSTQ carried on in various pop-up forms throughout 2011, getting a big boost after attending the Hands Up
Wellington expo in Wellington. It was a charity event hosted by Wellington businesses, according to their
advertisement featured on wotzon.com, “We’re loaning our city to Christchurch for 48 hours […] This is a unique
shopping experience to help bring Christchurch businesses back into the black”. Rebecca brought and sold nearly
1000 tea towels at the expo – printed by a Christchurch-based screen printing business who dedicated a staff
member exclusively to getting the prints done on time and offering GSTQ a discount out of solidarity with affected
Christchurch businesses.
They remained her major supplier as GSTQ greatly expanded wholesaling to stores throughout New Zealand and
abroad, incorporating more designs like the poem below written after the 1931 Napier.

In addition to being an excellent creative outlet, wholesaling was also generating more income, required fewer
overheads, and was far ‘easier’ to run than the retail shop. Rebecca did no formal advertising, instead getting the
word out through the media who approached her to do feature pieces about the new direction of GSTQ, and
keeping her old customers informed and engaged while connecting with new customers on her blog and Facebook
page. Through Facebook images of Rebecca’s designs, “went viral resulting in shops and individuals around world
approaching me.”
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April 2012: GSTQ moves to Sumner
Despite the success of the design wholesaling, Rebecca wanted a retail presence and decided to again collaborate
with Blackbird to reopen a new shop in Sumner in April 2012. The shop allowed both businesses to continue to
have a physical retail presence while sharing the risk and costs of fitting-out and operating the new shop.

June 2013: Full circle – GSTQ reopens in Lyttelton
In early 2013, Blackbird decided to relocate to Dunedin, and Rebecca felt it was time to return home to Lyttelton.
She had hesitated moving back too soon, “because I thought the more vital shops needed the premises.” By 2013
she felt that she could be an important part of Lyttelton’s recovery, helping recreate the art destination feel that
Lyttelton had been moving toward before the earthquakes.
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Reflecting on what kinds of adaptations she made as a result of the earthquakes, Rebecca said, “Now I am more part
of a community, a retail community. So I think you’ve got to accept help when it’s offered, and give help when you
can. What was done for me has made me more open for other business relationships […] there were so many
connections everywhere.” She also felt that doing something creative following the earthquake helped her achieve a
sense of control: “I think the worst thing with the earthquake is that feeling of powerlessness with everything. You
have no say in what’s happening to the city, or what’s happening to your house, or your land [...] But if you think of
something else that you can do creatively then it’s great. I like having that.” Despite being unprepared for the
earthquakes in the traditional sense, Rebecca had the creativity, flexibility, and investment in social networks that
allowed her to continue growing in the ever-changing and challenging environment.
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